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Vale Ben Morris
Janis Wilton

Ben Morris passed away on 14 July 2019. He was a
thoughtful and committed oral historian who spent the
last fifteen years recording fellow Vietnam veterans.
His concern and enthusiasm were contagious, and
he bravely spoke out at national and international
conferences, in the media and through publications.
His most recent publication is a joint article with Noah
Riseman for History Australia.

•

His work is an embodiment of oral history’s long held
status as a means to challenge official histories and to
give voice to those whose experiences have been left
off the historical record. He tackled the complexities
involved in insider interviews including the additional
insights, the dangers of assuming a collective narrative,
and the intricacies of a past hierarchy impacting on
the structure and content of an interview. Ben also
directly confronted the challenge of disagreeing with
established official narratives about the Vietnam
War, and questioned the ways in which published
Vietnam War oral histories have not been sufficiently
interrogated. He met with resistance and criticism
alongside support and recognition.

•

•
•

Significantly, Ben came to oral history after a long
career in the Australian Army. Retired as a totally and
permanently incapacitated (TPI) ex-serviceperson, he
sought to rewrite what he saw as incorrect accounts
of events during the Vietnam War. He turned to oral
history. He recognised the power of oral history, the
skills involved, the methodological and conceptual
issues that need to be addressed, and the challenges
of presenting the results of his research in a variety of
forums.
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Ben will be missed in the oral history world and among
his fellow veterans for his research, his bravery, his
commitment to learning and sharing, and his generosity
and compassion. He will also be missed, as Rosie
Block and Sandra Blamey recall, for his great capacity
for friendship and his willingness always to stop and
have a chat. I will certainly miss my conversations with
him, and our tracking of each other’s work and lives.
The following provide a sample of Ben’s research
output and media appearances:
• with Noah Riseman, ‘Volunteers with a legal
impediment: Australian national service and the
question of overseas service in Vietnam’, History
Australia, 16/2, 2019, pp. 266-286.
• ‘ Mental scars of Vietnam War healed through
multicultural friendship between veteran and
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